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Cumberland history comes alive during walks

Janice Hayward
Record Staff

What was Cumberland’s
original name, what does
Ilo-Ilo mean and where is
Doctor’s Row?
This summer, indulge in
a walking tour of historic
Cumberland to learn the
answers to these questions
and more. Discover littleknown history nuggets and
learn about Cumberland’s
pioneering families.
Tour guide Kim Bannerman-Pigott is a Cumberland
history buff and author of
Bucket of Blood, a murder
mystery novel steeped in
Cumberland’s colourful history.
The fourth-generation
Cumberland resident is passionate about history and
passionate about Cumberland.
“This town is absolutely
fascinating. History is some-

thing you cannot recreate,”
Bannerman-Pigott says.
“Cumberland has a frontier
feel to it.”
During the research for
her book, she interviewed
many Cumberland oldtimers. These folks revealed stories you will not find written
— anywhere.
“I am really excited to
have the opportunity to
share a lot of the stories
that have been passed down;
stories of the buildings, the
people and the places.”
Be warned, if you ask,
a ghost story or two may
materialize.
Expect to learn about
the families, disasters and
fires, the difficulties, and
the hardships people lived
through; learn about the
perseverance of the Chinese
and Japanese miners that
helped shape early Cumberland.
“These things really did
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happen … there is something uplifting about what
people survived through;
that sense of human
strength.”
It helps us understand
who we are and where we
come from, she claims.
“I have done two [tours]
and both times many of the
people, some local, have had
their own stories to share
with me, and the group, so it
twigs memories and starts
this dialog and gets people
start talking about their
experience about Cumberland.”
Bannerman says that
locals who participate in
the tours, and share their
stories, add richness to the
mythology of Cumberland
and to the tours.
Many new residents to
Cumberland did not experience the low point when
Cumberland felt like a ghost
town. Bannerman-Pigott

feels Cumberland is in its
renaissance.
She hopes people come
away from the tour with a
sense of wanting to protect
what Cumberland has to
offer. She understands that
a town or village needs to
grow.
“I really want to share
how Cumberland has survived.”
The Cumberland Museum
is looking toward a June
start for the walking tours
and expects them to continue through the summer.
The tours will last about
an hour and a half, rain or
shine.
For more information on
the Cumberland summer
walking tours, phone 250336-2445 or e-mail info@
cumberlandmuseum.ca.
Online information will be
updated in the near future
at www.cumberlandmuseum.ca.

KIM BANNERMAN-PIGOTT loves sharing Cumberland’s history during walking tours of the village.
The tours include the historic Ilo-Ilo Theatre.
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